
Practical Guidance For Policy 

to Prevent Corruption  
 

 

1. Inventories 

 

 Is the inventory registered?  
 Are there at least two members or employees regularly updating the inventory?  

 Is the inventory insured?  

 

Regularly updating the list of inventory, checking whether it remains operative, 

liquidation of non-operative inventory, donating surplus inventory to institutions 

working in a similar field of activity are all required to be realized via an official 

report. Official reports that are kept based on the current situation of the association 

might be used in annual audits for planning purposes. Proposals for a liquidation of 

items in the inventory list, donation and removal of items form the inventory list are 

all implemented via an Executive Board decree. Commissioning upon an assessment 

and its results are registered in the minute book of the association.  

 

 
2. Payments 

 

 Is the person to receive the payment the same as the person to give approval?  

 Have accounts been opened, operated or closed with at least two authorized 

signatures?  

 Has the authorized person(s) made an approval before the payment?  

 Are accounts and financial documents kept in a safe place?  

 Are payments made for a specific purpose, motive and with the approval of the 
authorized person?  

 Are there measures and rules to be applied to detect unusual payments?  

 Is there sufficient information for Financial Policies, accounting system and general 

performance?  
 Are budgetary changes and their motives appropriate and sufficient?  

 Is there a sudden increase in any expense item during accounting and financial 

processes? Are motives of this increase reasonable and clear?  
 Is there a delay in tax payments? Does it have a reasonable motive?  

 Are taxes and compulsory employee check-offs deferred?  

 Are payments made in line with legal limitations?  

 Is there a payment follow-up system?  

 

3. Financial Audit 

 

 Is there an actively working auditory board?  

 Is there a standard regarding auditory board reports and work?  

 Are activities and policies monitored in line with a financial audit? 

 Is there an active auditing process in association affairs and projects?  

 Is there sufficient feedback from the Head of Department of Association audits?  

 Are Department of Association auditing forms annually filled in by the auditory 

board?  
 Are there qualified financial and accounting experts at work?  

 Are task descriptions regarding audit processes sufficient and updated?  
 Do the purchasing rules remain operative?  

 Is the conflict of interest process tracked down in financial operations?  

 Is the Corruption Policy used in financial audits as a guiding paper?  

 

4. Purchasing 

 

 Are transactions being approved and necessary authorization being made during 

purchasing (service, good) processes? Are purchasing decrees justified and 

regularly recorded?  

 Are purchased products physically checked and examined to see if 

they compare well with the features indicated in the invoice? 



 Are there more than one person to take decisions on the quantity, kind and 

feature of products and service purchases, and to check the purchased 

items?  

 Are standards of distinct funding institutions taken into consideration 

during purchasing processes? Do the applied standards abide by the 

minimum standards of the association?  

 

5. Gifts and Celebrations  

 

 Is there an upper limit for services and expenditures to be delivered to 

visiting stakeholders, other institutions and people?  

 

6. Tenured and Full-Time Employees  

 
 Does the staff have updated personal files?  
 Is there any tenured employee who cannot receive his/her salary?  

 Is there an authorized person to make payments without writing a receipt or 

making out an invoice?  

 Are regular financial and operational reports prepared for project implementations? 
 Do key experts and employees frequently resign?  

 Do employees have low morals and do they frequently express it?  

 Do employees have a high rate of resignation?  

 Is there a delay or malfunction in the in-house information flow?  
 Are job definitions consistent with the work done?  

 Is there a human resources policy applied in recruitment and cancellation of labor 

contact? 

 

7. Transportation, Travel and Travel Allowance   

 

 Are transportation, travel and travel allowances approved? 
 Are financial and operational reports of travels straight and consistent?  

 

8. Income and Cash  

 

 Have physical measures been applied for valuable documents and assets? Are 

there any safety measures?  

 Are banking transactions realized daily? Are authorization, follow-up and reporting 

processes clear?  

 Are financial and accounting reports prepared on time? Are project 

budgets consistent with accounting registers?  

 Are financial reports of project implementations available for real-time 

follow-up? Are there any measures to prevent delay?  
 Is there a risk plan for cash flow?  

 Is there a realistic rapport between income and planning?  
 Are there efficient fund development processes? 

 

 


